











Centre de Recherche en Astronomie (CRAAG) (??????)
10? 21?–25? (??)
???? ”Astronomy In Algeria: Overview”
10? 26?–27? (??)
???? ”Astronomy In Algeria: Overview”
?Abdelrazek Mohammed Kasem Shaltout
????
2010? 9? 30?–2012? 9? 21? ????????





2? 23?–3? 8? (?????)
????”MHD waves and oscillations over sunspots”
??”MHD waves in the solar corona”
Workshop on sunspot oscillation
????”Quasi-periodic pulsations in solar ﬂares”
?Jose Kaname Ishitsuka Iba?Maria Victoria Gutierrez Escate?
Yovanny Jose Buleje Mendoza
??????????? (IGP)(???)
3? 10?–3? 15? (??)
Japan-Peru: The 3rd FMT Data Analysis Workshop???
?Nestor Manuel Vargas Maya
?????? (???)
3? 10?–3? 15? (??)
Japan-Peru: The 3rd FMT Data Analysis Workshop???
?Denis Pavel Cabezas Huaman
Presbiteriana Mackenzie?? (????)
3? 10?–3? 15? (??)
Japan-Peru: The 3rd FMT Data Analysis Workshop???
8.4 ????
(?? 38?)
??? ??: 4? 21?–26? ???? (??????)
European Geophysical Union (EGU) meeting??
CAWSES II bureau meeting???
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??? ??: 4? 21?–29? ???? (??????)
European Geophysical Union (EGU) meeting ???
?Andrew Hillier: 5? 10?–18? ??? (???)
Workshop at the International Space Science Institute (ISSI)???




??? ????? ??: 5? 22?–27??????? (????)
US-Japan Workshop on Magnetic Reconnection (MR2012)???
??? ??: 5? 24?–27??????? (????)
US-Japan Workshop on Magnetic Reconnection (MR2012)???
??? ?: 6? 3?–6? 9? ??? (?????)
Japan-Norway Symposium on Space Sciences in Polar Region???
?Andrew Hillier: 6? 24?–30? ??? (????)
7th Annual International Conference on Numerical Modeling of
Space Plasma Flows???
??? ?: 7? 2?–7? 7? ??? (????)
Ewropian Week of Astronomy and Space Science???
??? ???: 7? 12?–22? Mysore(??? )
????COSPAR 2012???
??? ?: 7? 13?–18? Mysore(??? )
????COSPAR 2012???
??? ??: 7? 13?–24? Mysore(??? )
????COSPAR 2012???
??? ??: 7? 14?–22? Mysore(??? )
????COSPAR 2012???
??? ?: 7? 16?–23? Mysore(??? )
????COSPAR 2012???
??? ????? ??: 8? 5?–11? ?? (????)
?????????????????
??????????????
??? ?: 8? 6?–9? 30? ????????? (????)
?????GCOE??????????????
High Altitude Observatory???
?????: Prof. Robert Casini
?????:?Stark??????????????????
??? ??: 8? 10?–19? St. Andrews (????)
Hinode 6???
??? ?: 8? 11?–21? St. Andrews (????)
Hinode 6?? Solar-C Science Meeting???
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?Andrew Hillier: 8? 11?–26? ?St. Andrews?? (????)
Hinode 6??? (8? 13?–17?)
Warwick University?????? (8? 20?)
Mullard Space Science Laboratory (MSSL)?????? (8? 24?)
??? ??: 8? 12?–19? St. Andrews (????)
Hinode 6???
??? ???: 8? 19?–31? ?? (??)
???? IAU?????
??? ??: 8? 26?–31? ?? (??)
???? IAU?????
??? ??: 8? 27?–31? ?? (??)
???? IAU?????
??? ?: 9? 8?–14? (????)
? 5? Solar Orbiter Workshop???
??? ?: 10? 8?–12? ?? (?????)
International Space Weather Initiative (ISWI)???????????
??? ??: 11? 19?–21? Pohang (??)
APCTP Workshop on Astrophysics???
??? ?: 11? 6?–10? (??? )
International Symposium on Solar-Terrestrial Physic (ISSTP) 2012???
??? ??: 11? 27?–12? 9? (????)
Solar in Sonoma Tracing the Connections in Solar Eruptive Events???
AGU fall meeting???
??? ??: 12? 3?–12? 7? (????)
AGU fall meeting???




??? ?????? ??: 1? 13?? 1? 28? (???)
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??? ??: 1? 21?–1? 26? (??)
International Space Weather Winter School iSWWS-2013???
??? ????? ??: 2? 10?–2? 20? (??? )
Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics, Pune University?
?? ?????: Dr. Tripathi
??? ??: 2? 3?–2? 9? Cancun(????)
MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE UNIVERSE IV: From Laboratory and Stars
to Primordial Structures???
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